[Patterns characterizing different levels of animal organization].
The article deals with features of the regularities characterizing different levels of organization of the animal body. The cell is not only an integrated but also indivisible organic integrity which is due to the interaction of the nucleus and cytoplasm determining all sides of its vital activity. From this viewpoint the results of experiments on transplantation of the embryo cell nucleus into an enucleated egg of amphibia and the data on somatic hybridization are estimated. All processes of the cell life, their growth, multiplication and differentiation develop within the tissue system and are determined by the regularities of its development. The integrated system of the organism of a multicellular animal unites all the forms of integration of multi-step systemic pattern at different organization levels. Among different categories the systems of tissues and their interaction within the organ are most integrated. The regularities of the tissue development can not be brough to the regularities of the development of the anatomical structure of organs. The integration of cell elements in a tissue system and intertissue relations is the basis of all forms of interdependence in the cell development and the organism structure.